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A B S T R A C T   

The genetic predisposition to head and neck carcinomas (HNSCC) and how the known risk factors (papilloma-
virus infection, alcohol, and tobacco consumption) contribute to the early-onset disease are barely explored. 
Although HNSCC at early onset is rare, its frequency is increasing in recent years. Germline and somatic variants 
were assessed to build a comprehensive genetic influence pattern in HNSCC predisposition and patient outcome. 
Whole-exome sequencing was performed in 45 oral and oropharynx carcinomas paired with normal samples of 
young adults (≤49 years). We found FANCG, CDKN2A, and TPP germline variants previously associated with 
HNSCC risk. At least one germline variant in DNA repair pathway genes was detected in 67% of cases. Germline 
and somatic variants (including copy number variations) in FAT1 gene were identified in 9 patients (20%) and 12 
tumors (30%), respectively. Somatic variants were found in HNSCC associated genes, such as TP53, CDKN2A, 
and PIK3CA. To date, 55 of 521 cases from the large cohort of TCGA presented < 49 years old. A comparison 
between the somatic alterations of TCGA-HNSCC at early onset and our dataset revealed strong similarities. 
Protein-protein interaction analysis between somatic and germline altered genes revealed a central role of TP53. 
Altogether, germline alterations in DNA repair genes potentially contribute to an increased risk of developing 
HNSCC at early-onset, while FAT1 could impact the prognosis.   

Introduction 

Head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) is the sixth most 
prevalent cancer worldwide [1–3]. Oral cavity and oropharyngeal car-
cinomas were responsible for more than 200,000 deaths in 2020 [3]. 
Most patients are diagnosed between the fifth and eighth years of age 
[4]. However, an increasing incidence of oral and oropharynx cancers 
has been described in young patients (<45 years old) [5], with a 

noteworthy increase in tongue carcinomas [6,7]. Severe aspects of the 
disease have been described in a set of cases, which is not always related 
to the risk factors frequently associated with these tumors, such as 
human papillomavirus (HPV) infection, smoking, and alcohol con-
sumption. The short exposure time to these risk factors would be 
insufficient to initiate the head and neck carcinogenesis (reviewed by 
[5,8,9]). A long-term retrospective study investigating Brazilian HNSCC 
young patients (yHN) reported a distinct clinical profile compared to 
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older patients. Generally, yHN were more prone to be non-smokers, 
while those diagnosed at advanced stages had high frequencies of 
family history of cancer and were heavy drinkers [10]. 

Prognostic studies in yHN patients are contradictory; some of them 
showed a better prognosis compared to older patients [13–15], while 
others suggested that yHN patients have worse outcomes [16]. Differ-
ences in the somatic mutational profile of HNSCC according to the pa-
tient’s age were also described [17]. However, little information is 
available describing genetic predisposition and somatic drivers in yHN 
patients. Germline variants in Fanconi anemia genes were associated 
with HNSCC susceptibility in patients under 50 years of age [18]. 
Pathogenic germline variants in CDKN2A, RECQL4, and SDHB were 
reported in young oral carcinomas patients HPV-negative [19]. 

Whole exome sequencing (WES) is frequently used to provide the 
mutational landscape of several tumor types, including HNSCC [20,21]. 
Germline mutations in solid tumors from children, adolescents, and 
young adults were accessed using WES of 1,507 patients [22]. Besides 
well-known pathogenic germline variants, the authors described alter-
ations with the potential to develop precise target treatment. Similar 
somatic frequencies of variants in FAT1, TP53, and PIK3CA were found 
comparing young non-smokers and old HNSCC smokers [23]. A better 
understanding of the mutational profiling of yHN patients is of high 
relevance to translate the findings to the clinical setting. 

We used WES in 30 paired normal-tumor samples located in the oral 
cavity and oropharynx from young patients to characterize germline and 
somatic variants. An independent set of 15 yHN patients were included 
to confirm the main findings. We investigated the association between 
somatic and germline alterations to understand the underlying pro-
cesses, which may contribute to yHN carcinogenesis. We suggest that a 
set of young adults with germline variants in DNA repair genes and FAT1 
present an increased risk to HNSCC susceptibility, which impacts 
survival. 

Material and methods 

Thirty HNSCC and peripheral blood lymphocytes (normal) paired 
samples collected from patients aged 49 years or less (20 to 49 years old) 
were used as a discovery set. An independent set of 15 cases (10 normal/ 
tumor paired and 5 normal samples) were included for data comparison. 
The age of 49 years or less was selected based on recent studies in yHN 
patients [18,19]. This retrospective cohort was obtained from 523 
HNSCC patients treated at the Department of Head and Neck Surgery 
(1998 to 2017), A.C.Camargo Cancer Center, São Paulo, Brazil. Written 
informed consent was obtained from all patients before the sample 
collection. The Human Research Ethics Committee approved the study 
(Protocol #1727/12). 

DNA from normal and tumor tissues were extracted using Gentra 
Puregene Tissue Kit (Qiagen, Germany) and QIACUBE DNA Blood kit 
(Qiagen), respectively, following the manufacturer’s instructions. Linear 
Array HPV Genotyping Test (Roche Molecular Systems, USA) was used 
to investigate 37 HPV subtypes. 

WES was performed using HiSeq 2500 and NovaSeq 6000 S1 v1.5 
(Illumina, USA (Supplementary Methods). The sequence reads were 
aligned (Burrows Wheeler Alignment, BWA-mem), recalibrated, and 
realigned with Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK). The alignment statis-
tics were performed with Sequence Alignment/Map (SAMtools), Picard, 
and Binary Alignment Map (BAMtools). Variant calling and merging 
were carried out with GATK HaplotypeCaller. The annotation pipeline is 
described in Fig. S1. Germline and somatic called variants were selected 
using VarSeq™ v.2.1 (Golden Helix, Inc., Bozeman, MT, www.golden 
helix.com) [24] using the parameters described in Supplementary 
Methods. The American College of Medical Genetics (ACMG) classifi-
cation was consulted (March 2021). We evaluated germline alterations 
in genes previously described in HNSCC patients (Table S1). Somatic 
alterations detected in our dataset were compared with those from 55 
patients aged < 49 years with oral cavity or oropharynx tumors from 

523 TCGA-HNSCC cases [25]. 
Variants mapped in genes of interest showing low number of reads 

(<30) were investigated by Sanger sequencing (Table S2). The obtained 
amplicon was sequenced using the BigDye XTerminator v1.1 Sequencing 
Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) in the 3730 Series Genetic Analyzer 
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA), and analyzed on CLC Main Workbench 
(Qiagen). 

Protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks were conducted using 
STRING considering high confidence interactions (score ≥ 0.7). PPI 
networks were visualized using Cytoscape. The CytoNCA calculated the 
betweenness centrality of each node. The Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes 
and Genomes (KEGG) pathway analysis with somatic and germline gene 
alterations were performed using EnrichR. GraphPad Prism® was used 
for fisher exact test and log-rank tests for frequency comparison and 
survival analysis, respectively. 

Copy number variations (CNVs) were explored exclusively for FAT1 
gene aiming to verify whether the second hit in this individual gene 
could explain the presence of the disease in a set of young patients. 
Genomic CNVs were retrieved using CNV caller on target regions algo-
rithm (Golden Helix VarSeq v.2.2.2). We included CNVs with a p-value 
< 0.001. We excluded variants with a frequency ≥ 0.01 on the Database 
of Genomic Variants (DGV). 

Results 

The patients from the discovery set had a mean age of 39.9 (range, 
20–49) at diagnosis, while the independent set had 41.1 (range, 21–49 
years). Among the 45 patients, most were male, smokers, and alcohol 
users. Thirty-five patients were diagnosed with oral cavity carcinomas 
and 10 with oropharyngeal carcinomas. HPV positivity was found in 17 
tumors, of which 16 were HPV16, and one case was HPV55. A family 
history of cancer was reported in 23 patients (13 not informed). Table 1 
summarizes the clinical and histopathological data for both sets of cases. 

The mean coverage depth of normal samples was 305x, and tumor 
samples was 314x. Six normal (CPJ08, 09, 10, 22, 30, and 35) and six 
tumor samples (CPJ07, 08, 09, 10, and 15) from the discovery set 
exhibited low coverage in cancer-associated genes. In these cases, the 
variants of interest were confirmed using Sanger sequencing. Germline 
variants with<10 reads were considered false-positives and omitted 
from the analysis [38]. 

Germline variants 

Pathogenic variants (GBA, EYS, ADGRV1, MERTK, and FANCG) were 
identified in five patients. Among the 28 LP variants, CDKN2A (c.142C 
> A) was previously described as associated with HNSCC susceptibility 
(Table S3). In the independent set, we found two pathogenic variants 
(BBS2 and DNAAF1) and 13 LP variants (GNAS, CLCN2, TOR1AIP1, 
MTRR, SGCA, ASL, RYR1, TTN, HIBCH, GNPTAB, PIGT, ECM1, and 
SEPSECS), and none of them were previously associated with HNSCC 
(Table S3). Six patients presented variants in Fanconi Anemia (FA) 
genes, in which one (CPJ16) showed the pathogenic variant FANCG 
c.1642C > T. We also identified six patients with VUS in genes involved 
with Dyskeratosis Congenita (DC) (Table 2). 

Potentially damaging VUS in DNA repair genes were detected in 
more than 67% of patients from the discovery set (Fig. 1). Twenty-one 
patients presented at least one variant in disease-related or DNA 
repair genes (Table 2, Table S3). Interestingly, 23% presented variants 
in genes associated with the nucleotide excision repair (NER) pathway, 
especially in ERCC genes. Three patients presented variants in 
mismatch-repair (MMR) pathway genes (PMS2, POLE, and MSH6), and 
four in Base Excision Repair (BER) pathway genes (NEIL1 and MUTYH). 
Homologous recombination (HR) repair genes (ATM, RAD51D, BRCA1, 
and BRCA2) were detected in seven patients. Variants in WRN gene were 
identified in three patients. Damaging VUS in NER (33% of patients), 
BER (26.7%), and HR (13.3%) genes were observed in the independent 
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Table 1 
Clinical and histopathological characteristics of our cohort of young patients with head and neck squamous cell carcinomas.   

Discovery set (n = 30)  Independent set (n = 15) 

Characteristics Oral cavity carcinoma n =
22 (%) 

Oropharyngeal carcinoma n 
= 8 (%) 

Total 
(%) 

Oral cavity carcinoma n =
13 (%) 

Oropharyngeal carcinoma n 
= 2 (%) 

Total * 
(%) 

Age (years) Median 
(Range) 

39.9 (20–49) 41.1 (21–49) 

Gender       
Male 15 (68.2) 6 (75) 21 (70) 6 (46.2) 2 (100) 8 (53.3) 
Female 7 (31.8) 2 (25) 9 (30) 7 (53.8) 0 7 (46.7) 

Tumor location       
Tongue 11 (50) 3(37.5) # 14 

(46.7) 
8 (69.2) – 9 (60) 

Tonsil – 2 (25) 2 (6.7) – 2 (100) 2 (13.3) 
Uvula – 1 (12.5) 1 (3.3) – – – 
Soft palate – 2 (25) 2 (6.7) – – – 
Hard palate 2 (9.5) – 2 (6.7) 2 (15.4) – 1 (6.7) 
Floor of mouth 6 (27.3) – 6 (20) 1 (7.7) – 1 (6.7) 
Buccal mucosa 1 (4.5) – 1 (3.3) 1 (7.7) – 1 (6.7) 
Retromolar 2 (9.1)  2 (6.7) – – – 
Alveolar ridge – – – 1 (7.7) – 1 (6.7) 

Smoking history       
Yes 12 (54.5) 4 (50) 16 

(53.3) 
7 (53.8) 2 (100) 9 (60) 

No 10 (45.5) 3 (37.5) 13 
(43.3) 

6 (46.2) – 6 (40) 

NA – 1 (12.5) 1 (3.3) – – – 
Alcohol consumption       

Yes 15 (68.2) 5 (62.5) 20 
(66.6) 

9 (69.2) 1 (50) 10 (66.7) 

No 7 (31.8) 3 (37.5) 10 
(33.3) 

4 (30.8) 1 (50) 5 (33.3) 

HPV status       
Yes 8 (36.4) 3 (37.5) 11 

(36.7) 
5 (38.5) 1 (50) 6 (40) 

No 14 (63.6) 5 (62.5) 19 
(63.3) 

5 (38.5) 1 (50) 6 (40) 

NA – – – 3 (23) – 3 (20) 
cT stage       

1–2 13 (59.1) 2 (25) 15 (50) 6 (46.2) 1 (50) 7 (46.7) 
3–4 9 (40.9) 6 (75) 15 (50) 7 (53.8) 1 (50) 8 (53.3) 

cN stage       
N0 12 (54.5) 2 (25) 14 

(46.7) 
5 (38.5) – 5 (33.3) 

N1 1 (4.5) 2 (25) 3 (10) – – – 
N2 + N3 9 (40.9) 4 (50) 13 

(43.3) 
8 (61.5) 2 (100) 10 (66.7) 

Perineural invasion       
Yes 11 (50) 2 (25) 13 

(43.3) 
8 (61.5) – 8 (53.3) 

No 11 (50) 6 (75) 17 
(56.7) 

5 (38.5) 2 (100) 7 (46.7) 

Angiolymphatic 
invasion       
Yes 4 (18.2) – 4 (13.3) 2 (15.4) – 2 (13.3) 
No 18 (81.8) 8 (100) 26 

(86.7) 
11 (84.6) 2 (100) 13 (86.7) 

Recurrence       
Yes 10 (45.5) 3 (37.5) 13 

(46.3) 
3 (23.1) – 3 (20) 

No 12 (54.5) 5 (62.5) 17 
(56.7) 

10 (76.9) 2 (100) 12 (80) 

Second primary tumor       
Yes 2 (9.1) 2 (25) 4 (13.3) – – – 
No 20 (90.9) 6 (75) 26 

(86.7) 
13 (100) 2 (100) 15 (100) 

Metastasis       
Yes 5 (22.7) – 5 (16.7) 2 (15.4) 1 (50) 3 (20) 
No 17 (77.3) 8 (100) 25 

(83.3) 
11 (84.0.6) 1 (50) 12 (80) 

Family history of cancer       
Yes 12 (54.5) 4 (50) 16 

(53.3) 
6 (46.2) 1 (50) 7 (46.7) 

No 4 (18.2) 2 (25) 6 (20) 2 (15.4) 1 (50) 3 (20) 
NA 6 (27.3) 2 (25) 8 (26.7) 5 (38.5) – 5 (33.3) 

Survival       
Alive 14 (63.6) 2 (25) 6 (46.2) 2 (100) 8 (53.3) 

(continued on next page) 
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set (Table 2, Table S3). 
Two patients presented more than one variant in tumor suppressor 

genes: CPJ01 (PTEN, RB1, ERCC4, and GTF2H2) and CPJ18 (NF1 and 
INO80). Five patients from the independent set presented variants in 
tumor suppressors NF1, NF2, CDKN2A, and TSC1 (Table S3). CPJ07 
presented the RECQL4 (c.3231 T > A) variant previously associated with 
risk for developing yHN [19]. 

Eighteen of 45 patients with a positive family history of cancer 
presented germline variants in disease-associated genes (Table 2). A set 
of patients presented germline variants in ERCC excision repair genes 
combined with other cancer-associated genes. For instance, patient 
CPJ10 presented variants in ERCC8 and FANCM; patient CPJ26 in 
ERCC2, MUTYH, and RTEL1; patient CPJ30 in ERCC3 and CDKN2A; 
CP7S in ERCC8 and NF2; and CP13S in ERCC6, GNAS, and CLCN2 
(Table 2 and Table S3). 

Germline variants in CDKN2A, BRCA1, BRCA2, ERCC3, ERCC6, 
ERCC8, FANCM, and MSH6 identified in four patients (CPJ08, CPJ09, 
CPJ10, and CPJ30) (Fig. S2) were confirmed using Sanger sequencing. 

The independent set of yHN patients presented a high frequency 
(80%) of germline potentially damaging variants in DNA repair genes, 
confirming the findings found in the discovery set (67%). Two patients 
(CPJ01 and CPJ13) presented the same c.388 T > A variant in the DNA 
repair GTF2H2 gene. Variants of ERCC6, ERCC8, MSH6, and cancer- 
associated genes (such as CDKN2A, BRCA2, and NF1) were also found 
in the independent set (Table S3). 

Somatic variants 

The list of 5,590 somatic variants found in our discovery set was 
compared with the early-onset TCGA-HNSCC gene list (4,113 variants), 
resulting in 455 overlapping genes (Table S4). Similarly, 610 somatic 
variants found in the independent set resulted in 186 overlapped genes 
from TCGA-HNSCC (Table S5). Seventy-two genes are cancer driver 
candidates, following the three criteria established in our study 
(Table S6). We integrated the mutational profile of 72 genes with clin-
ical data, but none of them showed significance (Fig. 1 and Fig. S4). 

We identified somatic alterations in previously known HNSCC 
associated genes, (TP53, CDKN2A, FAT1, and PIK3CA), which were 
altered in at least one patient from our independent set. TP53 was 
frequently altered (14 tumors) (Table S7). Two cases (CPJ19 and CPJ27) 
presented two distinct TP53 variants. TP53 and CDKN2A (CPJ27) vari-
ants were confirmed by Sanger sequencing in tumor samples (absent in 
normal samples) (Fig. S3). 

Variants in other genes frequently mutated in HNSCC, such as 
NOTCH (4 cases), TTN, OBSCN, LRP1B, DDX10, and CSMD2 were 
identified. NSD1 pathogenic variants detected in our independent set 
overlapped with TCGA-HNSCC dataset. LP somatic variants were iden-
tified in NEK1, KMT2D, NOTCH1, PTPRC, and LZTR1 (Table S5). 

Integration of the altered genes from yHN 

We integrated the altered genes to verify the biological pathways 

potentially enriched in the disease, as previously described by Mamidi 
et al. [26]. Disease-associated and DNA repair genes having germline 
and somatic altered genes presented high confidence interactions, as 
demonstrated by PPI analysis (Fig. 2A). TP53 gene was central in PPI 
(betweenness centrality > 2500), connecting the germline with somatic 
altered genes. 

We investigated the pathways potentially modified by genes pre-
senting somatic or germline alterations using KEGG pathways prediction 
(Fig. 2B). Cancer-related pathways were amongst the top10 potentially 
altered pathways, as expected. Other previously reported pathways in 
HNSCC were also found, such as HPV infection, PI3K-Akt, and apoptosis. 
Enrichment of pathways related to DNA repair mechanisms involving 
germline variants was mainly altered in yHN patients. 

Variants in DNA repair genes are associated with increased survival in oral 
cancer patients 

We investigated the generated Oncoprints using hierarchical clus-
tering analysis. Germline variants in DNA repair or cancer-associated 
genes distinguished oral from oropharyngeal cancer patients in the 
discovery set (Fig. S4). Patients with oral cavity or oropharynx tumors 
have the same 5- year survival rate (Fig. 3A), where 58% and 50% 
reached 5-year survival, respectively. However, oral cancer patients 
with germline variants in DNA repair genes presented higher 5-year 
survival rates (Fig. 3B); 68% of oral cancer patients with variants sur-
vived after 5 years compared to 30% of those without any variants in 
DNA repair genes. A trend towards better overall survival was found in 
patients with tongue carcinomas carrying germline variants in DNA 
repair genes (Fig. 3C). Patients with tongue carcinomas also presented 
differences in 5-year survival (70% with variants in DNA repair genes 
versus 40% wild-type). The NER-associated genes, the most common 
mechanism of DNA repair altered in our patients, presented a potential 
impact on 5-year survival (80% in mutated group vs. 42% in wild-type 
group) (Fig. 3D). 

Based on the high frequency of TP53 somatic variants in our yHN 
patients, we sought to verify its correlation with overall and 5-year 
survival. However, no association was found in our sample sets 
(Fig. 3E) and TCGA-HNSCC patients (Fig. 3F). The proportion of patients 
with TP53 mutation at risk in 5 years was 33% (internal dataset) and 
12% (TCGA), whereas the proportion of wild-type TP53 at risk was 62% 
(internal dataset) and 9% (TCGA). 

Mutational profile of tongue carcinomas 

Considering that tongue carcinomas were the most frequent 
anatomical location among our oral cavity carcinomas, we investigated 
the mutational profiles of these patients combining our two sets of cases. 
The genomic landscape was similar, independent of tumor location. The 
most frequent germline variants were found in FAT1 (four patients), 
followed by WRN, RCFI, ERCC8, and CDKN2A genes (two patients each) 
(Fig. 4A). Somatic variants in TP53 (6 out of 19 patients) and CDKN2A (5 
out of 19 patients) were frequently found (Fig. 4B). 

Table 1 (continued )  

Discovery set (n = 30)  Independent set (n = 15) 

Characteristics Oral cavity carcinoma n =
22 (%) 

Oropharyngeal carcinoma n 
= 8 (%) 

Total 
(%) 

Oral cavity carcinoma n =
13 (%) 

Oropharyngeal carcinoma n 
= 2 (%) 

Total * 
(%) 

16 
(53.3) 

Died due to cancer 7 (31.8) 6 (75) 13 
(43.3) 

5 (38.5) – 5 (33.3) 

NA 1 (4.5) – 1 (3.3) 2 (15.4) – 2 (13.3) 
Lost the follow up 2 (9.5) 1 (11.1) 3 (10) 2 (15.4) – 2 (13.3) 

cT: clinical tumor stage; cN: clinical node stage (AJCC 7th edition); HPV: human papillomavirus; NA: not available. * We used 15 patients for the validation of germline 
findings while the somatic variants were validated in 10 tumor samples (5 cases the tumor samples were not available); # base of the tongue. 
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Table 2 
List of germline variants in genes associated to DNA repair, head neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC), Fanconi Anaemia, and Dyskeratosis congenita identified in 
young HNSCC patients.  

Sample Associated pathway Gene Alteration Family history of cancer Tobacco Alcohol HPV 

Discovery set (n ¼ 30)      
CPJ01 NER ERCC4 NM_005236.2:c.532G > A + − + +

NER GTF2H2 NM_001515.3: c.388 T > A     
CPJ02 HR WRN NM_000553.4: c.130C > G + + + +

CPJ03  – – NI − − +

CPJ04 DDR DCLRE1A NM_014881.4: c.413G > T − − − −

DC TERT NM_198253.2: c.604G > A     
CPJ06 MMR PMS2 NM_000535.6: c.1593_1610dupACATGTGGACTCTCAGGA + + + −

BER NEIL1 NM_001256552.1: c.1003G > A      
FA FANCM NM_020937.3: c.5951A > T      
DC RTEL1 NM_032957.4: c.1057A > G     

CPJ07  – – NI + + +

CPJ08 HR BRCA1 NM_007294.3: c.2859 T > G NI − + +

HR BRCA2 NM_000059.3: c.4301A > T     
CPJ09 NER ERCC6 NM_000124.3: c.3650 T > G NI + − −

MMR MSH6 NM_000179.2: c.3674C > T     
CPJ10 NER ERCC8 NM_000082.3: c.653G > A + − + −

FA FANCM NM_0209317.3: c.5173A > C     
CPJ11 NER ERCC6 NM_000124.3: c.2819C > T NI NI NI −

NER POLK NM_016218.3: c.1208G > A      
HR XAB2 NM_020196.2: c.23C > G      
FA FANCG NM_004629.1: c.770G > A     

CPJ12 HR RBBP8 NM_002894.2: c.1316_1318delCAT + + + −

CPJ14  – – + − − +

CPJ15 HR RAD52 NM_134424.3: c.154A > G + − − +

CPJ16 HR WRN NM_000553.4: c.2521G > A − − − +

FA FANCG NM_004629.1: c.1642C > T     
CPJ17 DDR MDC1 NM_014641.2: c.5914G > A + + + −

HR RAD51D NM_002878.3: c.114G > C      
DC TPP1 NM_000391.3: c.1058C > A     

CPJ18 NER INO80 NM_017553.2: c.1286 T > C − + + −

CPJ19  – – + + + −

CPJ21  – – + − − +

CPJ22  – – − − + +

CPJ23 MMR POLE NM_006231.3: c.2927G > A + + + −

HR WRN NM_000553.4: c.1909C > T     
CPJ24 BER MUTYH NM_001128425.1: c.736G > T NI + + −

CPJ26 NER ERCC2 NM_000400.3: c.455 T > G + + + −

NER INO80 NM_017553.2: c.4640G > T      
BER MUTYH NM_001128425.1: c.1219G > A      
DC RTEL1 NM_032957.4: c.745C > T     

CPJ27  – – − − − −

CPJ29 NHJE RFC1 NM_001204747.1: c.1909G > A + − + −

CPJ30 NER ERCC3 NM_000122.1: c.325C > T + − − −

CPJ31 BER POLL NM_013274.3: c.287G > A NI + + +

FA FANCA NM_000135.2: c.3556A > G      
DC TPP1 NM_000391.3: c.293C > T     

CPJ32  – – + + − −

CPJ33 DDR ATM NM_000051.3: c.1229 T > C NI + + −

DDR RAD1 NM_002853.3: c.325C > T      
DC ACD NM_001082486.1: c.1220C > T     

CPJ34  – – − + + −

CPJ35  – – + + + −

Independent set (n ¼ 15) 
CPJ05 NHJE PRKDC NM_006904.6:c.8162G > A − + + +

CPJ13 NER GTF2H2 NM_001515.3:c.388 T > A + + − −

CPJ20 – – – − + + −

CP7S NER ERCC8 NM_000082.3:c.839C > A + − − NI  
NER POLK NM_016218.3:c.1243delA      
BER TDG NM_003211.4:c.1189A > C     

CP13S NER ERCC6 NM_000124.3:c.2540 T > C + + + NI  
DSBR APBB1 NM_001164.4:c.319C > T     

CP120 HR RAD50 NM_005732.3:c.269A > G + + − +

CP238 BER XRCC1 NM_006297.2:c.20G > T NI + + +

CP287 BER POLL NM_013274.3:c.1066G > A − − + +

HR BRCA2 NM_000059.3:c.229A > G      
DDR TP53BP1 NM_001141980.1:c.4130C > T     

CP288 MMR MLH1 NM_000249.3:c.5C > T NI − − +

CO9 MMR MSH6 NM_000179.2:c.2176 T > C + + + −

NER XPC NM_004628.4:c.2587C > T     
CO22 – – – NI + + −

CO45 NER RFC1 NM_001204747.1:c.1909G > A + − + −

CO77 DDR RPA1 NM_002945.3:c.1057G > A NI − − −

(continued on next page) 
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FAT1 germline and somatic alterations in yHN 

Seven of 45 patients presented germline variants in FAT1 while so-
matic variants were detected in four tumors (Tables S3 and S6), all of 
them mapped in the cadherin domains (Fig. 5A). Although not signifi-
cant, yHN patients with FAT1 germline variants presented a trend to-
wards shorter overall survival (Fig. 5B); however, the 5-year survival 
was similar between groups (50% FAT1 mutated vs. 65% in FAT1 wild- 
type). 

We investigated the presence of CNVs in this candidate gene as a 
second hit related to yHN predisposition. Rare germline (9 cases) and 
somatic CNVs (12 tumors) were identified in a set of cases (Table S8, 
Fig. 5C and 5D), but these events were not detected in a single patient. 
Due to the low number of cases, the impact of FAT1 germline CNVs and 
somatic variants in survival were not evaluated. 

Discussion 

At least one of the risk factors associated with HNSCC (alcohol, to-
bacco, and HPV) was found in 90% of our cases. Therefore, the muta-
tional landscape had no clear distinction according to these risk factors. 
This finding may be explained by the relevance of the genetic profile and 
inheritance in young adults with HNSCC rather than the impact of 
drinking and smoking behaviors, given the reduced exposure time at a 
young age [27]. Our two sets of cases showed similar mutational 

profiling and, therefore, the main findings will be discussed together. 
The first evidence suggesting that genetic factors play a role in the 

etiology of oral cavity carcinomas from 30 HPV-negative young patients 
was recently published [19]. Using a 94-cancer predisposition gene 
panel, the authors reported that 13.3% of patients presented germline 
variants characterized by loss-of-function in CDKN2A, SDHB, and 
RECQL4. We also found germline variants in CDKN2A and RECQL4 in 
HPV-negative oral cancer patients, reinforcing the importance of these 
genes in predisposing young patients to HNSCC development. Germline 
mutations in CDKN2A have been associated with familial pancreatic 
cancer and HNSCC co-occurring with melanomas [28,29]. 

Germline variants in DC genes (ACD, TPP1, RTEL1, and TERT) were 
found in 20% of our patients. We also identified variants in FA genes 
(FANCA, FANCG, and FANCM) in six patients, with one having a path-
ogenic germline variant in FANCG. Germline alterations in FA genes 
were previously described in yHN patients < 50 years old [18]. FA genes 
play a role in DNA damage repair and genomic stability via the ubiq-
uitination of the FANCD2/FANCI complex [30–32]. Although we have 
excluded patients clinically diagnosed with FA/DC, we found loss of 
function variants in FA/DC genes probably due to marked clinical and 
genetic heterogeneity associated with these syndromes [33–35]. 

We detected germline pathogenic variants in GBA and MERTK, 
among others. GBA was frequently identified among the 152 suscepti-
bility genes harboring rare and pathogenic variants in a pan-cancer 
study [36]. Germline variants in GBA were also found in the Pan- 

Table 2 (continued ) 

Sample Associated pathway Gene Alteration Family history of cancer Tobacco Alcohol HPV  

FA FANCA NM_000135.2:c.1874G > C     
120,002 NHJE PRKDC NM_006904.6:c.4705G > A NI + + +

120,120 DDR TP63 NM_003722.4:c.1900C > T + − + NI  
BER TDG NM_003211.4:c.268A > G     

BER: base excision repair; NER: nucleotide excision repair: HR: homologous recombination; MMR: mismatch repair; DDR: DNA damage response; DSBR: double strand 
break repair; NHEJ: non-homologous end joint; FA: Fanconi Anemia; DC: Dyskeratosis congenital; HPV: human papillomavirus; NI: not informed. 

Fig. 1. Mutational landscape of germline and somatic alterations in young patients with head and neck squamous cell carcinomas (HNSCC). Top: Oncoprint of the 
germline variants identified in HNSCC-associated and DNA repair genes of discovery (left) and independent (right) sets. Bottom: Oncoprint of the somatic variants 
found in our dataset and also in the TCGA-HNSCC samples of discovery (left) and independent (right) sets. Clinical data, tumor location, associated risk factors - 
tobacco, alcohol, and HPV infection, and vital status are highlighted. The genes are ordered from top to bottom by decreasing number of altered samples (right 
panel). The top panel describes the percentage of altered genes per sample. NI: not informed. 
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Cancer Analysis of Whole Genomes project [37]. The proto-oncogene 
MERTK was suggested as a predisposing gene in different solid tu-
mors, given its function in regulating ERK1/2 and PI3K/AKT pathways 
[22]. 

Forty-two LP germline variants and 78 damaging VUS were identi-
fied among our patients. We found a higher number of variants in DNA 
repair genes, including those belonging to the NER pathway. A sub-
stantial proportion of variants in HR and MMR genes were described in 
young-onset colorectal cancer patients [38]. Our results highlight the 
importance of germline variants in DNA repair associated genes for yHN 
susceptibility, as demonstrated in patients with advanced cancer [39]. 
Although not statistically significant, germline alterations in DNA repair 
genes, especially those involved in the NER pathway, were associated 
with better overall survival. Similarly, colorectal cancer patients 

carrying germline DNA repair variants presented better disease-free 
survival than those without these variants [40]. High sensitivity to tar-
geted treatment was reported in the presence of such alterations 
[41,42], suggesting a potential benefit for yHN patients. Three patients 
presented missense variants in the WRN gene, a member of the non- 
homologous end joining (NHEJ) repair and HR pathways. WRN binds 
to mutant p53 protein in HNSCC cells, which affects its activity in DNA 
repair signaling and impair its functional activity in controlling genome 
stability [43]. However, the co-occurrence of WRN germline and TP53 
somatic variants was not observed in the same case. One patient (CPJ23) 
presented POLE and WRN variants, which could contribute to double- 
strand break accumulation resulting in significant genomic instability. 
Taking together, the high frequency of germline variants in DNA repair 
genes suggested dysfunction of the genome integrity maintenance 

Fig. 2. Protein-Protein interactions (PPI) of 
germline and somatic variants. A. PPI enrichment 
p-value: < 1.0e-16. The larger the circles, the 
higher the betweenness centrality value of the 
node. Gray lines highlight the interactions. In-
teractions were visualized using Cytoscape 
v3.7.2. B. Top-10 ranked p-values for The Kyoto 
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) 
pathway categories associated with genes pre-
senting somatic (blue panel) and germline vari-
ants (red panel). Bar graphs represent ranked p- 
values (Fisher exact test), from the most to the 
less significant P-values (<0.001), computed by 
the gene set enrichment analysis web tool 
EnrichR.   
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related to yHN development. A systematic review described the 
importance of mutations or polymorphisms in DNA repair genes for 
HNSCC risk [44]. Moreover, among heritable cancer susceptibility 
genes, alterations in the DNA repair genes can influence the somatic 
tumor profile [42]. 

The somatic mutational profile of yHN patients was also investi-
gated, and no differences were found comparing oral and oropharyngeal 

carcinomas. In agreement with WES studies in HNSCC [45,46], we also 
detected somatic alterations in TP53, CDKN2A, and cancer driver genes, 
including FAT1, NOTCH1, and PIK3CA. These results are corroborated 
with the TCGA data from yHN patients. The most frequent somatic 
alteration in our cases was TP53 (35%). TP53 variants were more 
commonly identified in younger (<39 years) than older patients (>66 
years) [47]. Nevertheless, TP53 is the most prevalent somatic alteration 

Fig. 3. Association of germline variants in DNA repair genes and somatic variants in TP53 with overall survival of early-onset HNSCC patients. Kaplan-Meier plot of 
patients presenting oral vs oropharyngeal carcinomas (A), oral cancer patients with germline variants in DNA repair genes (B), tongue cancer patients with germline 
variants in DNA repair genes (C), oral cancer patients with germline variants in NER associated genes (D), young HNSCC patients from our internal dataset (discovery 
and independent) with somatic variants in TP53 (E), and young HNSCC patients from TCGA with somatic variants in TP53 (F). The resulting p-values for the log-rank 
test are shown. Mut: group of patients presenting these variants; WT: group of patients without variants (wild type); NER: nucleotide excision repair; TCGA: The 
Cancer Genome Atlas. 
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in TCGA-HNSCC, independent of age (all HNSCC: 72 % and yHN: 78%) 
[48]. We found that TP53 variants were identified in similar frequencies 
in the tongue (6 of 22) and non-tongue tumors (8 of 23). 

In addition to the genes already described as altered in yHN, we 
identified somatic variants in TTN, OBSCN, LRP1B, DDX10, and CSMD2, 
which were also found in the TCGA cohort. Titin (TTN) is frequently 
mutated in HNSCC cases from TCGA (39%) [48] and other cancer types 
[50]. CSMD2 was suggested as a novel tumor suppressor gene in HNSCC 
[51,52]. 

We detected a high frequency of germline and somatic alterations in 
the FAT1 gene, which was also observed in the TCGA. However, we were 
not able to identify both events in a single patient. The tumor suppressor 
FAT1 gene codifies a cell–cell adhesion molecule that regulates cell 
migration and invasion in HNSCC [53,54], and is frequently altered in 
HNSCC [55]. HNSCC patients HPV-negative having FAT1 alterations 
showed a tendency for poor efficacy of EGFR and MEK inhibitors [56]. 
We detected alterations in both HPV positive and negative patients in 
the same proportion (three patients each). FAT1 somatic mutations 
predicted poor disease-free survival in HNSCC patients [53] and were 
also associated with better overall survival in HPV-negative HNSCC 
patients [57]. Based on our results, it is plausible to suggest that FAT1 
germline variants could impact the prognosis of HNSCC patients. Efforts 
must be accomplished to unravel the FAT1 role in yHN and how these 
alterations could impact development and disease progression. 

Germline alterations affect somatic events contributing to the acti-
vation or inactivation of tumorigenic signaling pathways. Using this 
principle, we integrated the genes with somatic and germline variants 

(PPI analysis). We found TP53 occupying the central position in the 
network and connecting the germline alterations in DNA repair genes 
with other somatic altered genes. Germline WES analysis of 1,507 
children, adolescents, and young adults with solid tumors revealed that 
12% harbored germline variants. Pathway analysis of those altered 
genes leads to top networks centering around TP53 [22]. 

Our study is the first large-scale and integrative analysis of both 
germline and somatic variants in young patients with oral and oropha-
ryngeal cancer. Although the number of cases (N = 45) could be 
considered a limitation, ~10% of patients from TCGA-HNSCC have <
49 years (N = 55). We identified germline variants in DNA repair genes 
and FAT1 that potentially contribute to an increased risk of developing 
the disease at a young age. Our results highlight that germline variants 
in DNA repair genes could contribute to better survival, while FAT1 
germline alterations with worse survival. The high frequency of somatic 
alterations in TP53, CDKN2A, FAT1, and PIK3CA was validated in 
TCGA-HNSCC. TP53 had a central node in the interaction network be-
tween somatic and germline altered genes. A set of the described vari-
ants have an impact on heritability, while others are potential druggable 
alterations. In both cases, further analyses are required, including 
functional assays to aid clinical annotation to confirm their association 
or specificity with the phenotype. Nonetheless, our comprehensive ge-
netic profiling characterization of HNSCC young patients is robust and 
opens new perspectives for future screening tests. 

Fig. 4. Mutational profile of patients with tongue carcinomas from discovery and independent sets. (A) Oncoprint of the germline variants identified in HNSCC- 
associated and DNA repair genes. (B) Oncoprint of the somatic variants found in our dataset and also in the TCGA-HNSCC samples. Clinical data, tumor location, 
associated risk factors - tobacco, alcohol, and HPV infection, and vital status are highlighted. 
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Fig. 5. FAT1 alterations found in young HNSCC patients. (A) Germline variants of uncertain significance coupled with somatic mutation on gene products of FAT1. 
Germline variants are colored in red, and somatic mutations are colored in blue. (B) Kaplan-Meier plot of patients presenting germline variants in FAT1 gene. The 
resulting p-values for the log-rank test are shown. Mut: group of patients presenting these variants; WT: group of patients without variants (wild type). (C) Oncoprint 
of variants and copy number variation (CNV) identified in young HNSCC. N: normal; T: tumor. (D) Scheme of the FAT1 gene. FAT1 belongs to chromosome 4 and 
contains 27 exons (UCSC Genome Browser on Human, assembly GRCh37/hg19, http://genome.ucsc.edu). Bottom lines: the red line indicates gain, and the blue line 
indicates loss. 
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